®

Professional-grade cost estimating and
jobsite project management solution
The EDGE® Estimator is a commercial estimating software that provides an end-to-end
automated solution for both takeoff and estimating. And EDGE On Site® is the only
mobile app that tracks production directly from the original estimate.

How It Works:

1.
Takeoff the project blueprint by clicking
the screen with your mouse and choosing
materials from pre-built assemblies.

2.
In the estimating screen, The EDGE
pre-populates all materials, their costs and
labor rates. Simply, verify or edit.

3.
When complete, use reports to help with
project management, accounting and
communication with customers.

4.
Once your job is awarded, monitor completed
progress on a real-time basis and track hourly
employees time with EDGE On Site. This
ground-breaking mobile app is used in the
field to track labor against the original estimate.

Market Leading
Features:
All-In-One Solution
The EDGE® Estimator combines professional-grade
takeoff and estimating together so it functions more
smoothly than other market solutions, you won’t ever
say, “Sometimes it breaks and I don’t know it.” Best
of all, while doing a takeoff, the measurements are
automatically added into the estimating side and
the material list and labor budget are pre-populated.
All that’s needed is to simply update your quantities
and labor rates and verify your estimate.
It’s one of the reasons over 60% of users have been
customers for over 10 plus years!

Speed, Depth & Accuracy
The first thing you’ll discover is The EDGE doesn’t compromise. We’ve spent years
streamlining the software and making it quick and intuitive, but not at the expense
of delivering a robust solution with the depth to handle job of any size yet still account
for every single nail. That kind of accuracy is how you win bids and maximize your profits.
In fact, The EDGE is so comprehensive and precise that we’ve had experienced
professional estimators tell us it actually made them better at estimating.

	Trade-Specif ic Tool with Databases
Finally, software that can really talk shop. The EDGE is not only designed to meet the
precise needs of individual trades, but it comes with manufacturer material databases
and trade assemblies. Easily customize your software further by adding your own
products, labor rates, account codes, markups such as tax rates, overhead and profit
and even define if specific jobs are bonded, ensuring that your estimates accurately
detail the way your business really works.

	Multiple Bid Options or Change Orders
Whether you need to value engineer a bid, create bid variations or prepare a change
order, The EDGE® can help you envision a variety of scenarios in an instant. Simply copy
a scenario and then adjust the materials and labor rates allowing you to create options
for your client. The EDGE makes it easy.

Smart Edits
Professional estimators know how things can change. The material that you’ve specified
may become unavailable, or suddenly change in price. The EDGE tracks every element
throughout the entire estimate, so that any update is made uniformly wherever that
element is referenced across the bid.

Smart Labor® Technology
With the unique Smart Labor® technology calculating production and making sure it’s
accurate has never been easier. The EDGE automatically generates different labor rates
based on conditions that you define. For example, if you need to adhere the membrane
to a parapet wall that requires a ladder or scaffolding, Smart labor thinks like a contractor
and calculates the additional labor rate. And the more estimates you create, the more
precise it becomes!
You’ll wonder how you ever estimated without it.

Advanced Cloud
Reporting
The EDGE not only creates extremely
accurate estimates, but users love the
thoroughness of the reports. Use them
to help with project management,
accounting and communication with
customers. And they are easily customizable
to get the information you need, when
you need it.

Bid sharp. Build sharp.®
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